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Computer: Max/Msp software application and Microsoft Windows 2000/xp operating system.

Multi−channel Audio Interface: 
A multi cannel digital I/O interface for the computer allowing  at least 2 discrete channel input and 4 discrete channel output.

4 matched speakers.

4 microphones:
2 condensers for the string trio and 2 dynamic for the Ud.

Mixing Board:
multi−channel mixing console.

Minimum/Recommended hardware and software configuration

special graphic notation    

− buffer and size 

− fade in and out

− preset

− two dimensional phaze−driven oscillator

− pictslider to control x,y phase

− triger on−off recording using midi controller
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record~ records a signal 
into a buffer~ object.
Record stops when it 
has filled up the buffer~

User interface 

send messages to a dac~ to
start and stop the audio.

on−off recording useing midi.
When using a specific control number
as an argument, you can send the set
message to change the controller
number whose value is output

A Signal Level Meter

Audio fade in & out Store and recall 
settings of objects

The comb~ object implements a comb filter, 
in which a slightly delayed version of a signal is added to itself,
causing phase cancellations and a spectrum that looks like a comb.
The filter implements the following formula:

Two dimensional Phase−driven oscillator
using a buffer~ as a wavetable
Similar to wave~, but with an additional axis. 
A given ms range of an audio file will be divided into n rows. 
Y phase input will determine which row(s) will be used for playback.  Record signals to 

soundfiles on disk

Hosts VST plug−ins

Multichannel sample buffer &
Sample playback based 
on position within a buffer~

knob can also can move
both horizontally and vertically,
to represent a two−dimensional 
controller such as a joystick.

Fast fixed filter bank
with scrolling multislider
display 



Edit Screen
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A Butterfly Flaps its Wings... 
 

Composed by : Shai Cohen 
 
 
 
 
 

"The flapping of a single butterfly's wing today produces a tiny change in the state of the atmosphere. Over a period of 

time, what the atmosphere actually does diverges from what it would have done. So, in a month's time, a tornado that 

would have devastated the Indonesian coast doesn't happen. Or maybe one that wasn't going to happen, does." −Ian 

Stewart 

 

 

© shai cohen 2004 














